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Abstract 
Due to the proliferation of smartphone enabled photography, there are more pictures and video available than ever 
before. Intelligence analysts responsible for examining image collections are seeing a significant increase in the 
quantity of images and need efficient ways to navigate and visualize these large image collections. This research 
describes a zoomable user interface (ZUI) designed to visually present inherent patterns across the who, what, 
where, and when elements of the data. This is done through the integration of filtering capabilities by computer 
vision algorithms while still maintaining natural and efficient navigation through these large image landscapes. 

1 INTRODUCTION 
The need to visually search through large amounts of images is growing due to the increasing numbers of smartphones and 

video surveillance devices. This proliferation of still and video imagery places a considerable burden on anyone trying to 
browse, analyze, or make sense of visual imagery across one or more of these image sources. This research will describe an 
interface designed to help anyone search, identify, and analyze the relationships of images within a large image collection. 
This interface research will cover the use of a zoomable user interface design, new data visualizations that help display 
relationships across image attributes, the interface integration of automatic content detection from computer vision 
algorithms, and the use of touch as the primary input modality for the user interface. 

The increasing rates of picture and video taking is staggering. The number of Americans that own a smartphone equipped 
with a camera capable of taking high quality still or video images has doubled since 2011. Currently more than 75% of 
Americans own a smartphone [1]. The proliferation of this technology has resulted in a photography boom, nearly tripling the 
number of pictures taken worldwide since 2010 to 1.2 billion pictures taken in 2017 alone [2]. 

Similarly, the presence of video surveillance in the U.S. has seen a similar increase over the past years. Since 2012, the 
number of video surveillance cameras has almost doubled. This includes home security systems, traffic light cameras, and 
security cameras for commercial businesses [3]. Future advancements will introduce even more potential sources of visual 
imagery such as the current development of self-driving vehicles that will place multiple cameras on every car and truck on 
the road. This abundance of visual information poses a significant challenge to anyone who is trying to identify or analyze 
images across multiple sources such as intelligence analysts. 

The field of intelligence analysis relies heavily on collected and available information in order to extract relevant 
information and anticipate future actions. With the current imagery boom, intel analysts are being inundated with data, which 
makes it more difficult and takes longer to find relevant information. The intelligence community needs new ways to conduct 
their visual information seeking efforts that support their current work flow, integrate the growing capabilities in the 
computer vision and detection field, and which facilitates the interaction between the digital media and the user in a natural 
and efficient manner. This paper will describe how an interface for visual information foraging was designed to match the 
analyst’s current cognitive process, the design of new interface visualizations that use the images themselves to display data 
about their attributes, the integration of automatic content detection and the use of touch as the primary input modality. 

2 RELATED WORK 

2.1 Visual Information Seeking Mantra 
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The Visual Information Seeking Mantra described by Shneiderman [4] has provided a guiding set of principles for 
information visualization practitioners. The Visual Information Seeking Mantra (hereafter, simply the “Mantra”) describes how 
information should be presented to the end user, “Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-demand”. The range of 
applications speaks for the effectiveness of the Mantra (e.g., [5-8]) and was confirmed as the basic approach for intelligence 
analysts when we conducted our own task analysis with them. The first element of the Mantra, the overview, is important as it 
provides the general context or “big picture” of the data being analyzed. From this view type, patterns are able to emerge that 
facilitate understanding and help guide further exploration of the information. These patterns are critical to the analyst as it 
directly supports their sense-making abilities, which is a major component of their overall task [9]. 

One of the most effective ways to navigate and explore large datasets and image collections is through zooming and 
filtering, which is the 2nd element of the Mantra. Both of these features reduce the complexity of the dataset by removing 
irrelevant information. By doing this, it is easier and faster to find relevant information and to detect more meaningful patterns 
within the data. Zooming adjusts the size and position of images within an image collection in the same way most online 
mapping sites facilitate navigation like Google Maps [10]. The ability to zoom is essentially filtering information by 
navigational means but other types of filtering are possible. Automatic target recognition done through computer vision 
algorithms will be discussed later in this section as a means to effectively reduce images within a large collection. 

The last element of the Mantra that continues the information seeking process presents “details on demand” for the user. 
This detailed information is typically not available at the overview level due to the sheer volume of information this would 
present to the user. By providing additional information “on demand” or when the user is ready for that level of additional 
information, they avoid being overwhelmed with information and potential distractions as they pursue specific trains of 
thought or hypothesis testing. This also allows different types of insights at both the overview level and at the detail level that 
can be integrated through the zoom and filter process. 

Zooming and filtering is the bridging action to facilitate navigation among these large datasets and provides the context 
between the patterns detected within an overview and the information rich view at the detail level.  Due to the efficiency of 
zooming as a means to traverse large distances across information with context and awareness, the zoomable user interface 
(ZUI) has been an interesting interface alternative to the traditional GUI for decades (e.g., [11-13]). It has been implemented 
and commercialized in a number of ways to include the primary way online maps are presented, a means to visualize 
presentations (e.g., Prezi), and selectively integrated into smartphone and watch functions such as the iPhone. The primary 
benefit and advantage of a ZUI is that it possesses an elegant solution to both visualizing and navigating more information 
than can fit on a screen. ZUIs place visualized information in a two-dimensional space where users can observe the overview 
when zoomed all the way out, zoom in and filter to explore the information further in order to obtain details on demand. In 
this way, the ZUI directly and naturally supports each stage of the Mantra and is the reason we have developed a ZUI to 
support the visual information foraging efforts of the intel analyst. 

Perlin and Fox introduced one of the first ZUIs in 1993 and since then designers and HCI researchers have explored the 
benefits and challenges of ZUIs [14]. Some of the benefits that will be described further in the next section are 1) how well the 
ZUI supports the Mantra principles, 2) flexibility in the layout design, and 3) how more direct manipulation input modalities 
such as multi-touch can be utilized. Challenges also exist that are specific to the ZUI. One of the reasons the ZUI is so visually 
engaging for users is that it allows navigation through information in a similar way people build a mental map of their 
physical environment. As the user moves through the information space, they build a mental map that helps them relate the 
proximity and structure of the information in the space from where they traveled from and where they may travel to in the 
immediate future. Even though this process is similar to how we build spatial models during navigation of the real world, it 
can add cognitive workload to the ZUI user, particularly if the layout is not well structured and meaningful [11]. Some of the 
common pitfalls for GUIs also exist for a ZUI such as the importance of short animations and simplicity in the design but may 
be even more critical to the ZUI design due to some of the unique attributes of ZUI navigation and the potential for 
information clutter. 

2.2 Automatic Target Recognition (ATR) 
The second component of the Mantra, zoom and filter, is only as effective as the zooming and filtering capabilities of the 

system. The field of machine vision must be considered when discussing filtering capabilities for large image collections with 
little to no reliable image metadata to be used. Automatic target recognition (ATR) uses computer vision algorithms to detect 
and recognize predefined objects in an environment of clutter or objects that are not of interest. The domain of computer 
vision has made significant advancements in the recent past. The ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge is one of 
the current object detection competitions that is open to academia and industry algorithms and has shown detection 
performance similar to that of humans [15]. As these capabilities continue to improve in speed and accuracy, the challenge 
will then be placed on interface designers to integrate and manage these new filtering abilities. 

2.3 Touch Input 



The first touchscreen was developed in 1965 [16] and now can be found in most people’s pockets in the form of a 
smartphone. Touchscreen popularity speaks to its benefits that include fast and intuitive interactions without any additional 
input hardware like a mouse or controller [17]. Because it does represent a more direct form of interaction between the user 

and the information, it helps reduce the gulf of execution [18]. Norman defined the gulf of execution as the gap between the 
user’s goal and the actions/tasks required to accomplish that goal. A smaller gulf of execution will enable faster and more 
efficient task accomplishment with a smaller chance of errors. The use of touch input is a step toward reducing that gulf of 
execution in an effort to produce a more direct and intuitive way of interacting with digital information. One disadvantage of 
touchscreens, however, is the lack of precise selection and manipulation compared to a traditional mouse and keyboard input 
approach. Therefore, tasks and situations that require numerous precise actions such as CAD drawing or text editing should be 
accomplished by means other than touch as the primary modality. Viewing and manipulating images in a large image 
collection, however, does not require a high level of precision and is ideal for touch input [19].   

3 VISUAL INFORMATION FORAGING INTERFACE DESIGN 
In order to allow users to search, detect, and make sense of the growing quantity of imagery available, we have designed a 

novel visual interface that has been designed around 1) the principles of Shneiderman’s Mantra and zoomable user interfaces 
that is controlled through 2) touchscreen input, 3) automatic target detection capability for filtering capabilities, and 4) novel 
ways to visualize image collections. This section will describe the design and implementation for each of those areas to 
facilitate visual information foraging efforts within large image collections.  

3.1 Zoomable User Interface Design 
Pirolli & Card identified 2 basic processes that describe the activities of intelligence analysts, 1) an information foraging 

loop and 2) a sense-making loop [9].  The information foraging loop consists primarily of visual information seeking actions 
that identify relevant information to be further used in the 2nd process. The sense-making loop uses the identified information 
to begin making meaning through the exploration of the who, what, when, where, and why associated with the information. A 
task analysis with analysts revealed that the process of examining large image collections followed the basic process identified 
by Pirolli et. al. and also validated the use of the Mantra as their fundamental approach with these large image collections. In 
order to support the analyst’s efforts at this fundamental level, we chose to develop the interface firmly around the Mantra. 
The Mantra in turn has a direct and natural mapping to the capabilities of a ZUI, which forms the core of this visual 
information foraging interface. 

When working with large information collections, an overview of the information can provide insights related to the 
structure, organization, and contents of the collection. The general structure and organization of the information can produce 
meaningful patterns that can only be seen at the overview level. The structure and organization along with content 
information can also provide guidance on where to explore further based on the specific interests or goals of the user. We have 
defined 2 areas of the overview to include into the visual information foraging interface, one relating to the content of the 
information and the other related to navigation. 

A ZUI naturally provides an overview of the information when the interface is at the zoomed-out level, which allows the 
user to see the entire image collection. When this zoomed-out level is combined with filters and automatic target detection to 
shape how the information is organized, meaningful patterns about the collection can be visualized. To compliment the 
zoomed-out overview capability, we have also designed an information dashboard to provide additional overview information.  
Stephen Few defines a dashboard as  

“A visual display of the most important information needed to achieve one or more objectives; consolidated 
and arranged on a single screen so the information can be monitored at a glance” [20]. 

We designed a horizontal dashboard along the top of the screen to display overview information across the most important 
elements to analysts. These elements relate across 4 of the 5 Ws: Who, what, when, and where. We have left the 5th W, “why”, 
up to the analyst to surmise. 

 

Figure 1. Dashboard view that displays the overview for the when, where, what, and who elements. 

 
Figure 1 shows a portion of the dashboard that displays the 4 Ws overview information in the form of simple graphs and 

information summaries for each area. The distribution of images across time is shown in section A, Figure 1 graphically while 
the large numbers display the starting and ending year span of the collection. Section B, Figure 1 displays where the images 



are distributed by graphing the 4 countries with the highest concentration of images in those areas and displaying a map view 
of those regions. Section C, Figure 1 summarizes what type of images and the images are distributed by their image file size. 
Another component to describe “what” is the purity of the clusters based on the ATR algorithms. The user can view the 
distribution of the different clusters within the clusters. Section D, Figure 1 provides information about a single individual 
such as the person taking the pictures in the collection. 

The other overview component supports navigation activities within the ZUI. A mini-map is provided in the bottom left of 
the interface to show the image collection in its entirety. This view is the same as the main viewing area if the user is zoomed-
out. A bounding box is displayed once the user zooms-in to any degree and adjusts its size and position based on the 
navigational actions of the user. This type of overview information helps the user maintain awareness of where they are 
within the overall media landscape. It also works as a shortcut to zoom-out when the user taps this area. 

3.2 Touch Input Design 
As mentioned in the related work section, the zoom and filter functions of the Mantra are essentially 2 different ways to 

accomplish the same goal, the reduction of information complexity. The zoom capability reduces complexity by magnifying 
the visible field, which reduces the number of images displayed while at the same time increases the resolution and details of 
the images left in the viewable area. The ability to zoom and pan through the image collection is facilitated through multi-
touch input, which is a pervasive input modality for zoom and panning among smartphones and tablets. The pinch-to-zoom 
and tap & drag to pan methods are intuitive to most users and a more direct means of manipulation than the traditional mouse 
and keyboard methods. An analyst using pan & zoom actions with a touch monitor that is in a nearly flat horizontal position is 
very analogous to a person sorting and exploring physical images laid out over a table top. This close association between 
these 2 scenarios is why direct manipulation of images feels so natural and images are so often used to demonstrate multi-
touch capabilities of touchscreens [21]. 

 

 

Figure 2. Cluster image diagram to display “what” characteristics of the image collection. 

The visual information foraging interface dedicates the majority of space to display images. This image space is the 
zoomable area of the interface that facilitates both navigation and visual presentation of the image collection (Figure 2). The 
touch input allows for quick and easy navigation through the pan and zoom actions mentioned earlier as well as a double-tap 
option that immediately zooms in to a pre-designated step or level. This along with the pinch-to-zoom and panning features 
allows the user to traverse large distances within the media landscape very quickly while maintaining their overall orientation 
within that landscape. The zooming features also provide access to the final stage of the Mantra, details on demand. The details 



of any image or set of images can be examined by zooming in for closer inspection. The overall process can then by cycled 
through as the analyst can quickly zoom back out and begin inspection in another area of the media landscape. 

3.3 Automatic Target Recognition (ATR) 
The other method for reducing complexity is the application of filters to the content itself. We have applied some 

provisional ATR capabilities through the use of open source machine learning tools like Google TensorFlow. Our effort has not 
been in advancing these machine learning techniques but to explore how an interface can be improved if these types of 
filtering capabilities are integrated into the design. The visual information foraging interface has been designed to 
accommodate a wide range of computer vision algorithms based on an individual’s or organization’s needs. Specific ATR 
capabilities and models can be integrated with the back-end of the interface. The left bar of the interface is dedicated to filters 
through touch buttons (Figure 2). 

The analysis and automatic identification of specific objects within images allows for the system to apply filters to the 
visible media collection as well as organize the information according to the content detected in the images. For example, 
applying a vehicle detector would reduce the visible images in the collection to only those that had a detected vehicle in it. 
Combining filters (e.g. vehicles and people) adds even more specificity and reduces the visible information even further. 

The ATR feature can also be used to organize the image collection into clusters according to those object types. A collection 
could consist of clusters that each represent a trained ATR to detect objects such as vehicles, people, buildings, and flags for 
example. This provides meaning in the overall structure of the image collection and could aid in detecting patterns in the data 
as well as guide further drill down efforts for more details. 

3.4 Image Diagrams 
One of the strengths of the ZUI is that there are many degrees of freedom to visually structure the information being 

presented. Essentially there is a single large canvas with simple navigation means for the user to traverse along that canvas. 
This section will be focused on describing new ways to visualize image collections that we call image diagrams where the 
organization and structure of the images themselves on the ZUI canvas help communicate meaning to the user. 

One way to work with thousands of images in a single collection and present that large amount of visual information in a 
meaningful way is to structure them based on the attributes that are important and relevant to the user. As mentioned in 
section 4.1, our analysts reported that they rely heavily on understanding an overview of both the structure and contents of 
the collection in order to find meaningful patterns within the data. Analysts are trained to detect patterns in the data they 
examine so our intent with the image diagrams was to craft the information to enhance their pattern detection skills. This was 
done by taking each of the 4 W elements (who, what, when, and where) that was included in the dashboard and use that 
attribute as the organizing element for a unique image diagram in the main ZUI area. This would create 4 image diagrams that 
includes a map based view (where), a timeline view (when), a cluster view (what), and a network view (who). 

3.3.1 Map Image Diagram. 
The map image diagram focuses on patterns created from the location where each image was taken. By placing each image 

at the location it was taken on a map, the images themselves when looked at collectively begin to form meaningful patterns 
based on the “where” attribute (Figure 3). Locations where larger amounts of images were taken are evident at a glance as 
well as the overall distribution or amount of movement by the picture taker. However, it is when the other filtering capabilities 
are used in conjunction with the image diagram that the visualization flexibility of the ZUI really stands out. Each ATR filter 
can be activated in order to further reduce the images that are already organized by location. Therefore, by activating the 
vehicle filter the user sees the interaction of vehicle images sorted by location which can then be reduced even further through 
zoom and pan actions in order to get more details on demand. In addition to being able to filter based on the ATR filters, each 
of the “W” sections in the dashboard are not only able to give overview information but they are filters themselves. For 
example, if the user is interested in a time by location interaction and wishes to view images within a specified time span that 
are organized by location, they simply manipulate a slider in the timeline dashboard section to select that time span and view 
the results on the map image diagram. 



 

Figure 3. Map image diagram to display “where” characteristics of the image collection. 

3.3.2 Timeline Image Diagram. 
The timeline image diagram focuses on patterns created across time among all the pictures within the collection. A timeline 

is presented which begins with the earliest taken image and ends with the latest, where each line in the graph represents a 
single month. This graph shows the distribution and concentration of images across time but also seamlessly provides access 
to further details of each image by zooming because the graph is composed of the images themselves (Figure 4). As with the 
map image diagram, the other ATR and the “W” attribute filters can be applied to further reduce the data and examine 
interesting patterns through the interactions of the various filters. 
 



 

Figure 4. Timeline image diagram to display “when” characteristics of the image collection and example 
of zooming in to obtain more details on demand. 

3.3.3 Content Cluster Image Diagram. 
The content cluster image diagram focuses on creating clusters based on the objects detected in the images (Figure 2). 

Depending on the ATR detectors being used, this could create a hierarchy of objects similar to those identified by the SUN 
database for different scene types [22] or the ImageNet hierarchy [23]. The ATR filters are redundant for this view but the 
“W” attributes can still be applied to explore different patterns in the data and reduce the information further. 

Additional image diagrams are being designed that include the “who” and additional variants of “what” attributes. The who 
attribute will consist of a network of interconnected clusters that is based on the co-occurrence of one person’s image with 
another person’s image. Additional variations of the image diagrams discussed here are also being explored. 

4 DISCUSSION 
The visual information foraging interface begins and ends with the user. Past work on the Mantra corroborated our own 

task analysis on the process that analysts go through during their examination of image collections. That in turn led us directly 
to ZUIs to best support the tenants of the Mantra, which also naturally works with multi-touch input. As we began the design 
process with filters, we began to realize how powerful the ZUI format was in terms of the creative flexibility to utilize the 
zoomable space. This flexibility allowed us to craft the information in very specific ways to support the primary storytelling 
principles (4 Ws) that are involved in the analyst’s sense-making process. These image diagrams that we have created with the 
images themselves is meant to facilitate the analyst’s pattern detection capabilities and gain insight into the collection. These 
image diagrams and the ability to examine across multiple filter dimensions while providing simple navigation means without 
a large and cumbersome menu hierarchy is a unique feature not found in more traditional interfaces. 

Future efforts will be focused in 3 areas that include the continued development of the image diagrams and completing a 
working interface prototype. A working prototype will enable further experiments to measure any performance enhancements 
as well as user satisfaction levels with the interface. Lastly, the prototype will be used to explore how the input modality can 
be expanded from the single touch modality to multiple modalities that include the use of eye gaze and speech commands. 
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